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~ Vowel a Diphthongs Co nsonants 
( 1) b_!!At (oU) 1'2,!1 ( tn ) sum, prism ( a ) seal 
( I ) o!t (dU) fowl - ( n ) prison ( z ) zeal sun, - -
{E. ) b,!t (ei ) !.ail ( ~ ) 8\l.!J& {5) mesh 
,, 
-
( ae ) b,!t (d I ) file (p) 12,010 (.3 ) meaoure -
{~" ) above (?I ) toil (b ) £owl (h ) how - -
c~ ' !,hove ( Ia) bttr ( t ) t oll - (/y\) whet 
(d ) oalm 
. - ( t:.o) bear - (d) do le - - Cw) wet 
( ? ) fall - C ,a) bore - (k) ooal ..,. c j) ret 
(U) full - (Ua) boor ( e;) s.oal -
(u) fool - Cr) ::.ed, bat~, b.!£d 
(e ) b!.!,t (1) !ed, battle -
(o ) boat ( f ) t~t Coll}q~natioPJ! 
( a) ask ( v) vat ( Ju) f uel 
~ --·· 
(3 ) b ird {e) ~~gh (t; ) choke -
(b) hg_t (~) lh,y (dj ) j oke 
1 Grant Fairb anks, Voice and Art!culat ion Drillbook, 2. 
A STUDY OF SPEECH DEVIATIONS OF THE ELEME}~ARY SCHOOL 
CHILDREN OF THE SHASTA COUNTY SCHOOLS, 
SCHOOL YEAR 1941-1942 
Introduotiop 
Background of the Study 
1 
Since the 1930's, Speech Correction has beoome an 
accepted and established part of the curriculum of many 
of the large, progressive public school ~ystems of the 
United St~tea, along with marked progress ip the other 
fields Qf Speech, Fo11 some years, speech mAgazines have 
been pub~ishin~ tabulationa of apeech survey~ made in 
these oity school ayat~ms, However, there ~s a notable 
laok of ijpeeon ~urveya made of country achoQl diatriQta; 
beoausa there ia little being done for t~a r~rAl, s~oeon· 
handicapped child. 
In September 1937, a apeeoh-correotion,epaeoh~im~ 
provement program was established to reaQh ~very school 
child· in a 1california rural county. Because of the 
twelve summer schools, this was to be a continual pro· 
•. 
gram, and was in effect until December 1942. The first 
2 
year, or 1937, the speech aupe~viaor in charg~ made a 
survey of the speech of all school children in the county, 
which in the epsuing years bec~me an annual survey 9f only 
the new students, and of those who did not pass the speech 
test of the year before. With the Spring of 1938, there 
1 Shasta County, California ; Mrs. Macie I. Montgome ry was 
County Superintendent of Schools, 1936-1942. In 1941-
1942 there were 81 schools and 211 teachers. 
2 
Author of this thesis. 
2 
came a large influx of population -- workers for the 
Shasta Dam and the other subsidiary projects in the 
northern California area of the larger Cent~al Valley Water 
Project, of the United, Sta.tos, Department of Ipterior, 
With t he workers came thei:r families, which meant - in 
school terminology .. where there had been a ten-pupil, 
one- room schoo~, overnight there was a sixty-pupil aohool. 
One seotlon without a ~ohool house grew in achool popu-
lation to over two hundred and fifty in four ~onths' 
timo. Oonstan~ly g~ow1ng populatlon 1n one q~arter 
shifte~ to new areas, or moved out of the county ent~raly, 
some r~turned later to a n~w locality. Thi~ ~ud~en ~nd 
persistent flux of school population waa oont~nuing even 
into the fall of 1942, with the b~ginning of a big powe~ 
dam on the Pit River, and another project t~e shifting 
of the bed of the Trinity River, to bring more power to 
the Shasta Dam. This growing, shifting, changing school 
population brought additional problems which affected the 
work of the s~eech supervisor, One of these problems was 
related to the surveys, and w:i.ll be explained in the next 
paragraph. 
Although these annual surveys were used as back-
ground material to aid in planning the speech program for 
the coming year, for this study, because of the changing 
population, over the five and a half years ' period, it 
seems impractical to draw compa risons or observe pupil-
3 
growth in speech education from year to year, as was orig-
inally planned. However, the surveys are revealing. For 
example, in the 1937-1938 survey these are some of the 
facts: aside from a sm~ll group of Indian ohildren, the 
county eohool population was practically all white American; 
the largest ntunber of articulation deviations were in the 
substit"t1ona: w for 44(sound wh ~a in white) an~ n fo~ 
? (~oun~ ng as in drinking); the most fraque,nt phonation 
deviation was caused by or~l inactivity; high-pitch~d, 
ten~e, monotonous word~b~-w~~d reading wa~ often observed; 
howave~, reading is a re~atad field and ~o ngthing further 
will be aaid about it in thi~ thesis; and finally tb~ ~e 
was a laok of interest ~- almost a listlessn~~a -- ip the 
or16inal and interpretative fields of speech.. especially 
when the material was of a text-book nature, This was 
not true when topics auitable .to the age and interest of 
the child were suggested, As the annual ~peeoh surveys 
showed growing speech skills, more difficult speech media 
were attempted, 
All forms of speech were encouraged in th+s county 
schools speech program, ~~ a sampling of activities from 
each of the speech fields will indicate: in original 
speech - from the primary chilp's brief descriptive sen-
tence, to the symposiums and contest talks of the high 
school students; in interpretive speech from short 




original pag eant of the history of the oounty, with 2000 
grammar and high school students participating; in radio 
speech - from the first talks of the speeoh supervisor in 
1937 to familiarize the schoo-ls and the public e.l1ke with 
the whole field of speech, to weekly, scheduled, half-hour 
broadoaots, often originated and largely produced by the 
ohildren .e.nd teachers of th,e rural grammar schools with 
the asa1at~nce of the speech supervisor, Often tho five~ 
and sixepupil school, to be ~ part of this well~like 
aotivit1, would join with its nea~eat neighbo~ing aoqocl 
to present its contribution, Theme music, rhythm bangs 
and school orchestras had their place, with o~iginal playa, 
skits and talks which often grew out of the class room 
curriculum, A patriotio development-of-America aeries had 
been planned for 1942-1943 broadcasts, but tire rationing 
made this impossible, Good speech was stressed through-
out all these programs. An original speech-improvement, 
speech- correction manual was put into the hands of each 
teagher. Where the speech survey showed deviations in 
the speech of the school's children, the fourth phase of 
the county speech program came into action -- namely, 
speech correction. The pupils and later the teacher were 
interviewed, suggestions made, and reference made to the 
manual. If it were a serious case, the parents were asked 
to bring the child to the Saturday morning speech clinic 
for aid from the speech supervisor. Many semi-weekly 
speech correction classes were established throughout the 
county and taught by the supervisor. 
It can be seen how basic the speech au~vey wae in the 
whole program. In fact, the g overning faoto~ for some par-
ticula~ aotivity for a certain year depended somewhat upon 
the findings of the speech survey of the year before. The 
speech ~urvey of 194l~1942 was cho~en because 1t aee~ed to 
be a typical year f~om wqioh to take speech s~~pli~gs and 
to ma~e a study of the findings, which is the subject of 
thi~ theo1s, 
Method in the P~oc~dure ot the Speech S~rvey 
5 
Simple se~tances for the reader, and for the non-
reader simple, colored piqture~ in a large folder, or ob• 
jects in a "Treasure Chest" were the materials of the speech 
test, The sentences, pictures and objects were carefully 
chosen because they were within the experience of the child 
and contained the key sounds to be tested, Previously a 
card for each child had been printed containing apace for 
the name, address, grade, teacher's name, school, I.Q., 
eta., and the symbols of the sounds in the tests. The 
investigator's wrist watch was used in tasting impaired 
hearing oases, and she carried tongue blades and tongue 
depressors for the examination of the subject's mouth and 
throat, or for aiding in making the correct s sound when 
the sound was being made incorrectly. 
... 
The tests were given individually in the most quiet 
part of the cl~ssroom or anteroom. An effort was made to 
maintain a nat~ral atmosphere - - the classroom teacner be-
ing enoouraged to proceQo with the regular routine. If 
time permitted, the supervisor conversed witp each child 
and always t~lked · at length with the ·teaober. As soo~ as 
possible, data from tho cards wer~ typed in duplicate, and 
on~ copy sent to the t~~ohgr with instructions and refe~­
ences to ~he ~pe~ch manual, The data for t~is thesis we~e 
taken tram the dupl1o$te copies of thee~ speech tests, 
'J.lerminology 
6 
Somt forms or speeon ar• among th~ oldQat of tne 
living artaJ nevertheless, speech science ~R oomparativolr 
new, and therefore, the terminology as u~e~ qy autho~1t1es 
is not always in agreement, From literature in the field 
one finds that modern speech therapies differ even in the 
division of subject matter. Some authorities speak of the 
"Majortt and the "Minor" spee~h disorders z "Major" or more 
severe manife~tations of speech defects e~ch as stammering 
and spastic speech, and "Minor" digressions such as foreign 
accent and infantile speech. Other authors approach the 
subject from the "Organic" and "Functional" pain~ of view: 
"organic tt may refer to anatomical deviations, as, for 
example, malformation of some part of the voice apparatus, 
or physiological departures, as the failure of a muscle or 
7 
gland to respond . West, Kennedy and Carr trace all :!!peeoh 
disorders to one or more of four oatagoriea: the physiolog-
ical, the anatomical, the p~ychogenic, and th6 imitative. 
These a~thors point out that .the cause of a speech deviation 
should be oonsidered first as 11 imi tati ve ", or .coming from the 
earlyling~istio background of the speech case, until the cause 
is diagnosed as arising from some functional or organic ~bnor~ 
mality.1 The ot her terms are used in their usual connotation: 
physiological, functioning of an organism; an~bomical, per-
taining t o the an~tomy Qr the organs of tho bodyJ and psyoho -
genio, o~ig1na~1ng in the mind, Barnes difte~ent1atee the 
field for purposes of diagnosis in this f~auon: "The prooesa 
of adjustment to the speaking situation, the process of sym-
bolio formulation and expression, the process ot phonation, 
2 
and the process of articulation". The first of these, 
namely, adjustment to the speaking situation., is dependent on 
the degree to which the speaker is emotionally or mentally a:1 .. 
justed at the time of making the speech. Symbolic formulation 
refers to the ~peaker's ability to express thought, choosing 
the beat words and phrases in s~ doing -- in other words, 
symbolic formulation refers to the ability to use language, 
or the process is also called symbolism. Phonation refers to 
"the production and variation of vocal tones, their pitch, 
intensity, duration, and quality as a basis for audibility, 
1 R.V:.West, L.K.Kennedy, A.Carr, ~ Rehabilitation of 
Speech, XVII. 
2 Harry G. Barnes, Speech Handbook, 5 
and the expression by the speaker of shades of meaning." 1 
"The process of articulation refers to the modification of 
the vocal tones, systematically, to form the speech sounds 
8 
in connocted oral discou:rse , ~12 Pitch refers to the ''e,u.ditor-y 
sensation by means of which sounds are located on a contin-
uous sc~le extending from the upper to the low~r limit of 
tonal peroeption."3 Intensity or loudness of a sound as the 
phyaici ~t ~xpla~ns it ~e th~ energy of a so~nd wave ~- the 
amount of energy flowi~ thr1ough a unit area in a given time,'' ~ 
or, payoholoes1Q 6-ll1 txprEHHH~d, "the senaationELl l evel ot a 
sound i @ its intensit¥' ~xpr~e~od in deoi belq above t~Q threQ• 
hold of ~udibili ty fo:r that SO\lnd. 1' 5 Durat i,qn mQans tl:}~ 
length of time that a sound continues. Barnes defi~es the dis· 
orders of duration as "tones held for too short a ti111e { stac-
cato), too long a time (perseverated}, and lack of variability 
6 
of rate of spee~h. 11 Quality . is "that characteristic of tom 
whioh enables us to distinguish it from other tones which are 
7 
similar in pitch, loudness and duration. 11 Some voices are 
shrill, some throaty, some na~~l, some flat, Quality is de-
pendent on a nunfue~ of factors: 1) struc~ure of the vocal 
mechanism, 2) physiological nom·ality the condition of the 
1 Harry G. Barnes, op. cit., 16. 
2 Harry G. Barnes, op. cit., 20. 
3 Claude ,M. Wise, etc. Foundations of Speech, 172. 
4 Claude -IVI . Wise, etc. -0p. c1t., 146-147. 
5 Claude }!/fi. Wise, etc. _Q.2...._ c:t..:t_., 179. 
6 Harry G. Barnes,_Qp_ • ....QJ.i_., 17. 
7 Claude M . Wise, etc., ...o.P .JU__L, 209. 
9 
muscles and surfaces of the larynx, pharynx, nose, and 
mouth, 3) emotional balance -- changes in mood and attitude, 
4) and habit. 
Further diagnosis i9 the area of articulation requires 
the obse:rv(}r to note the 1) "O;rganic disorders: abnormalities 
of te~tn, tongue, lips, palat~s, and face musQleQ, 2) Piae 
orders of ~hythmr stuttQr!ng 2(stammer1ng) jerky, hesitant, 
uneven QO~nd format!on. 3) Dtsorders of sound formatiopJ ~ ­
inaccurate formation of vowels and consonants, ~lovenly arti-
culation resulting from oarelessness, inactivity of the arti-
culators, or a rapid ratQ or utteranoeJ foreign~" accent."l 
It ia necessary, then, in analyz~ng a d~v1at1on of 
speech to take account of the symptom and the cause. The 
symptom may show a deviation in articulation in phonat~en~ 
in rhythm, in symbolism or in a combination of two or more or 
these; the cause may be deviations • as for example • in arti-
culation and phonation due to abnormalities of the apparatus 
and poor use of normal artiq~lators, or imperfections of the 
organs of articulation. 
l Harry G. Barnes, ~cit., 21. 
2 Claude ,M. Wise, etc., 9..P...!.. ci h, 444, Footnote: Speech 
pathologists use the terms stuttering and stammering 
as synonyms. In the original German, the term 
stammeln referred to defe~ts of articulation, while 
the term stottern referred to spasmodic disturbances 
of speech. In English, the term stammering came to 
refer to instances in which the speech was blocked or 
interrupted, as in "b---oy", while stuttering referred 
to instances of repetition, as in 11b-b-b-b-boy". Both 
types are now considered symptoms of the same basic 
defect, and, consequently, the terms are used synonym-
ously. 
10 
For this s tudy it has seemed advisable to discuss the 
tabulations of what was heard and seen by the invest:1.gator-
epeech supervisor in the 2100 cases of grammar schoo l children 
tee ted; t nere.t'ore , there wil_;l. ·be gr eater stre~s on identi!}"'-
ing and ~x~inin~ symptoms rat~er than cause~. In discu~e!ng 
the speech sounds as fo~nd in general in vowels and conson-
ants, tn@ International Phonetic Alphabet has geen employed 
for accypate de~cription , For the general re~der, it is !m-
port~nt t o note that phonet~cs is the science of speech sounds 
as elemQnt s of t ne lansu~ge; therefore, i n the art1oul at1on 
taQlee t he phonetic sound ~a g!ven and no t tn~ n~e Qf t be 
letter, In the phonet~c alpnabet e~ch symbol ~tanda f gr only 
one sound, 
Poor articulation manife~ta itself in omtsaiona, dis-
tortions or substitutions of vowel and consonant sounds, 
Faulty phonation is chara?terized by a voice too high, too 
low, or monoton~us in pitch; in ~uration the timing might be 
too slow, too fast, stacca~o, or per~everated (prolonged); 
the intensity ov loudness of the voice mig~t be too weak, too 
loud, or lacking completely (aphonia), or l~oking in variation; 
deviations in v9ice quality as defined by Fairbanks: . l) a 
disorder of resonance (nasal, or "undue nasal r~sonanoe in 
non-nasal voiced sounds) or 2) defects of the initial tone 
produced by the cords (breathy, harsh, and hoarse quality), 
3) muffled', 'metallic' or 1 strident 1 , and 1denaaal 1 are not 
voice quality disorders they are articulatory in nature. 
Fairbanks states that "breathy quality of voice results when 
11 
the vocal cords fail to approximate . completely as they vi-
brate, and a steady stream of air rushes audibly through the 
glottis and reeonance cavities". Harsh or inharmonic voice 
is "characterized by a noisy, rasping, unmusiQal tone "• 
When low pitched it is described as 1 guttur~l'; when high 
pitched the term 'strident' sometimes is appl~ed. Hoarse 
is "tho typical voice quality of the individual who has aoute 
or chronic laryngeal infection or irritation~ ~" from both 
aooust~cAl and causal points of view hoarse~e~~ combine~ the 
feature !l of bree.thiness and, harshness. "Muffled qu~tl1ty, so 
called, 1s char~oter~stically a slighting of consonants and 
a neutralization of voweleJ metallic quality probably 1e 
systematic substitution, or tendenoy toward substitution, 
among front vowels of vowels higher in tongue position; 
denasal quality ia the reduction or prevention of nasal con-
sonants p- and infantile or child-~ike quality can be treated 
as an articulation deviation", ~ Deviations in rhythm are 
jerky or stammering speech, Faulty s~bolio formulation is 
exemplified in aphasia or 11 inab~lity to comprehend, formulate, 
or express certain ideas throu~~ apeech 11 • 2 
Any and all of these dev~ations of ~peech are attri-
but~ble to causes either organ~c or functional; that is, they 
can be caused either by malformation of the organs or by poor 
1 
2 
Grant Fairbanks, op. cit., 201-216. 
c. Van Riper, Speech Correction, 53. 
12 
use of the organs. As was stated earlier in this section, 
since the discussion of speech deviations is in this thesis 
to be l imited primarily to deviations in speech as it comes 
to the listener, only brief reference will oe made here to 
causes, In articulation, examples can be oit~d in the sub~ 
stitut1ng of sounds, a~ iS prevalent in foveign dialects, 
which wo~ld be a disorder of use of normal organs of arti-
culation; but i! the child!s front teeth we~e o~t, his speech 
defeat WC:>uld be due to al:mormali t~ of the ~rtioulf).tors. 
SimilavJ.y, in phonation, tpe pupil r s voice might be unuaually 
louQ bec$uae he is hard of hearing, which wo~ld be an organ1Q 
deviation; or tt might be an habitual method of talkipg pew 
cause of deafne~s of those about him, A 9a.u~e of faulty sym-
bolism can be of an organic nature as in Qas.es of brain in-
jury; or of a functional reason as in oases of mild shook, 
Rhythm deviation due to a functional cause might be a oase 
of fatigue; and spasticity would be a defect of the organism, 
CHAPTER I. ARTICULATION 
Of the 2100 grammar school children who were en-
rolled as new pupils in the Shasta County schools in 
1941-1942 or were oases of retests because of failure 
in the survey made the year before, a sampling was made 
of every fourth child tested,which was 527 subjects, 
or th~a sampling 25~ or 49 per oant
1
were paaaed as 
having satisfactory apoeoh. The 51 per oent remaining, 
or 268 ~tudenta; is the subject of this stud1• The 
first ~~pt or Chapte~ I on Articulation deals with 
speech d~viationa in the production of oonaonanta. 
Omiasione and Disto~tiona 
of Voiaelesa Consonants 
Table I lists the omissions or distortions made in 
voiceless consonant sounds by 78 subjects of these 527 
pupils, which is 14.71 per oeht, The sound a was dis• 
torted by 42 students or 7.96 per oent; e (sound th as 
in think) was omitted or distorted in 13 oases or 2.44 
per oent; 6 children or 1.13 per cent made an error in 
sound k; in so~nds J (sound sh as in show) and sound h, 
omissions and distortions were made by five students in 
each sound or .94 per cent; 4 students or . • 75 per cent 
spoke incorrectly the sound oft; two or .37 per cent 
\he sound of f; and one or .18 per oent sound P• 
Substitutions of Voiceless Consonants 
In the substitutions of these ~arne voiceless con-
13 
A STUDY OF 527 CASES IN THE SPEECH SAMPLING t 4 
(Listed in the Order of the Frequency of Occurrence) 
I. .ARTICULATION 
Consonants-Voiceless, Voiced azrl Compounds 
TABLE I I TABLE -II 
Icicele~ gQnsQD£~~~(0missions & , Voiceless Consonants (Substitutions) 
Distortions 
No. of Per No. of Per 
Sound Subject§ Cent Sound QUbjects Cent 
s 42 7.96 w--~ 65 12.33 
e 13 2.44 f.,.e 10 1.89 
k 6 1.13 s-9 15 .56 
s 5 .. 94 t-k 2 .57 
h 5 .94 b- p 1 .18 
t 4 ,75 b-.f l .18 
f 2 .'61 f ... k 1 ttl a 
p 1 .18 a-S 1 .18 
.J"l 0 .oo t-e 1 .18 
78 
I 
Total 14.71 e-t 1 .18 
e-t _.1.. ~ 
Total 67 16.41 
TABLE III 




No. of Per No. of Per -·--Sound Subj~cts Cent Sound Subjects Ce nt 
• 5 • 1 52 6.07 n-J? 99 18.78 
r 21 5.97 b-v 12 2.27 
'5 9 1.70 w-v 4 .75 
z 4 .75 w-1 3 .56 
:r 5 .56 ·I f-v 5 .56 
j 2 .57 d-v 2 .37 
v 1 .18 d-g 2 .57 
d 1 .• 18 w-r 1 .18 
g 1 .l8 s-z 1 .18 
b 0 .oo %-3 1 .18 
w 0 .oo 1-v . 1 .18 
m 0 .oo Total 'i2'9 24.58 
n 0 .oo 
7 _Q_ .oo 
Total 74 15.96 
TABLE v TABLE VI 
vc~~:l~~~i~:}cunds (Omissions & 
Voiceless Compounds (Substitutions) 
ts 8 1.51 s-ts 9 1.70 
Voiced Com£Qunds 
Distortions) 
· (Omissions & Voiced Com~unds (Substitutions ) 
dj 1 .18 ' none I 
'· 
15 
sone:nts, Table II shows that the highest per cent (12.33) 
or 65 pupils was for the substitution of sound w for ~~ 
(~oun~ wn as in white); 10 subjects or 1.89 p~r cent were 
next highest with substituted sound f for sound 9 ; 3 
pupils or .56 per cent s for ~ ; and one the sound t 
fore 1 totaling 14 OUt Of 87 Children ~Ubstttuting for 
sounel 6J 1 or 18 per cent of the voiceless consonant sub-
stitutions made, The sound e was substituted in one case 
for ~ound t and f; two pupils or ,37 per ce nt replaced 
f;}ound t for kJ there was but one person llHlldng a aubsti ... 
tutlon in eaoh of the fol~owing: aounq b f or aounq p, 
sound b for sound f, f ror k, and s for~ , This totals 
to 16,41 per cent deviations made by 87 pupils in the 
voiceless co nsonant substitutions, 
Omissio ns and Distortions of Voiced Consonants 
Of the voiced consonants which were omitted or dis~ 
torted, Table III show~ that the total per cent was a 
little lower than for the total voiceless consonan~s 
(13.96 per cent as compared to 14.71 per cent). The 
highest omission or distortion was in phonetic sound 1 
spoken by 32 persons or 6.07 per cent; sound r by 21 
pupils, or 3.97 per cent. Tne table reveals a qe cided 
drop to sound~ (sound z as in azure) with omissions 
or distortions ~ade by 9 students, or 1.70 per cent. 
From here, the table shows a_ tapering off: 4 subjects 
( .75 per cent) distorted sound z; three (.56 per cent) 
'· 
16 
changing sound~ (sound th as in that}; two (.37 per cent} 
sound j (sound y as in ye11oVJ); and one each ( .18 per 
cent} for sounds v, 4, and g. There were no omissions or 
distol:'tions for sounds 'b, w, m, n, or ? • 
Substitutions of Voiced Consonant~ 
Ae in the case of the substitutions of voicele~s con· 
~onanta in which ono apund {A~) wae most of~en in d~via~ 
t~pn, BO Tabl~ IV snows that ~n voiced consonants thel:'e 
was a er~ater numbe~ ot oases of substitutions for ~ound 
' thli\n for any othEJl:' fiiPUnd, Sound ' (sound ng o.e ip 
eating) was substituted for b1 sound n in ~~ oases of 627 
Ol' 18,'78 pel' cent. Sound v was the nexii high.eat · per cent, 
Sound b was substituted fol' v in twelve oases (2.27 per 
cent); w for v with foul' pupils, (. 75 per cent}; f fol' v 
in three cases (.56 per cent); d for v in two oases; and 
1 for v in one other: totaling 22 out of 129 oases or 17 
per cent, which is almost the same percentage of substi ... 
tutions as in the case of the voiceless e (substitutions 
~ 
of v were 17 pe~ cent, for sound 16 pel' cent). Other 
substitutions were: phonetic sound w for sound 1 made by 
3 pupils or .56 per cent; d for g substituted by two 
students or .37 per cent; and one each for w for r, s for 
z, and z for 3 • 
Omissions and Substitutions of Compounds 
of Voiced and Voiceless Consonants 
In two of the most common compound consonants, 
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Table V shows tho.t voicP- l e ss t) ( ~ound ch as i n Charl:Lo ) 
was c1istorted by 8 cl1ildren or 1 . 51 l)er cent ; v oiced ~ 
(sound ,j as i n Joe) was distorted by one ch i ld. There 
was only one substitution for the compound consonants as 
shmvn :tn Table VI , v.rhioh wa s s ound s for compound cons on-
Ant ~ , Thi s substl tution Has made by nine pupils or 
1,70 por cent, 
18 
Sunltllaries 
In summary, Table VII shows that of all the omissions 
and substitutions of the voiceless consonants the sound ~ 
(sound w substituted for sound~) made up 12.33 pe~ cent 
of tho errorsj or 65 per cent of the oases; sound a, 
7.96 per cent or 42 pupils; e was distorted and substi" 
tuted by 27, or 5.12 ~e~ cent of the obildr~n; sound k 
was devia.ted ;l.n 9 oases, or 1~70 pe~ cent; aix times 
(1.13 per cent) was sound J1 incorrect ~ again oases of 
distortions and substttut;tonsJ eounds t ~nd h were ~n 
deviat~op 1n tive capes ~aah ( .94 per o~nt); sound r w~t~ 
fou~ pupils (.75 per aent)J and sound p was diato~ted o~ 
substituted in ,37 per oent, or by two ch1ld~en. This 
made a total of 165 children o~ 31.24 per oent who made 
voiceless consonant deviations of the total of 527 oases. 
In summarizing the voioed consonant deviations, one 
notices in Table VIII that the greatest substitution was 
18.78 per cen~, or 99 subjects which was made in sound? ; 
sound 1 was next highest, for 35 children o~ 6.64 per 
cent made this distortiq~ and substitution; sounds v and 
r were omitted or substttuted by 23 pupils each or 4.36 
per cent·; soupd 3 (sound z as in azure) was distorted 
and substituted by ten pupils or 1.89 per cen-ij ; five 
pupils distorted, omitted and substituted sound z, which 
would be .94 per cent; sound or was distorted, omitted 
or substituted by 3 pupils, or .56 per cent; sound g by 
' 
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(Summary of Consonants& Omissions, Distortions & Substitutions) 
Note: All sounds listed hero refer to the sounds ard their substi-
tutions. 
TABLE VII 
VOiceless Con§onant~Omissiops & • Substitutions) 
Sound .M.g. of Sub.jects Per Cent ....... ......... ........-~ 
.t!\. 65 12.53 
e 42 7.96 
e 27 5.12 
k 9 1.70 
5 6 1.13 
t 6 .94 . ' 
b 6 .94 
£ 4 -n~ 
p _JL __.s'l 
Total 165 151.24 
TABLE VIII 
Voiced COnsonants (Omissions & 
Suba·ti tutions) 
Sound ]2. 91 Subjects ~ Ce~t 
ry 99 18.78 
1 35 6.64 
v 23 4.56 
r 23 4.56 
3 10 1.89 
z 5 .94 
cT 3 .56 
g 3 .56 
j 2 .37 
d 1 .18 
b,w,m,n 0 .oo 
204 38.64 
TABLE IX 
Compound Voiceless Consonants (Omis- , 
siop, Substitution, etc.) 
t 5 11 · 3.22 
Compound Voiced Consonants (Omis-
sion, Substitution, etc.) 
dj 1 .18 
TABLE X 
Qwnmarz ,2!: Consonants. 
Sounds No.of Subjects Per ~ 
? 99 18.78 
A 66 12.33 
s 42 7.96 
1 35 6.64 
e 27 6.12 
r 2~ 4.36 
v 23 4.36 
ts 17 3.22 
k 9 ].,70 
s ~ lel3 
t 6 ,94 
h 5 .94 
z 6 .94 
f 4 .76 
-i 3 . 956 
g 15 .56 
p 2 ,37 
d 1 ,18 
dJ 1 .18 
b,w,m,n 0 .oo 
Total '37'6 71.02 
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3 pupils or .56 per cent; two students or .37 per cent 
omitted j (sound y as on yellow); sound d was distorted 
by only one child. .The sounds b, w, m, and n were passed 
successfully by all pupils. · 
l.n Table IX compound voiceless consonant tl (sound 
oh aa in Charlie) was di~torted and substituted by aeven-
te~n pupils or 3.22 p~~ oent. In the compound voiced 
oonson~nt ~ (sound j as in Joe) was d~storted by one 
pupil. 
Summa~y of Consonant Dev~ationa 
Of the sampling, Tabl~ X shows that 375 pupils made 
71.02 per cent omissions, substitutions and distortions 
in consonants in this ordel:l: sound!) was an 18.78 per 
oent deviation in 99 oases) sound .Mwas a 12.33 per oent 
error; . or 65 children; sound s was the third moat fre .. 
quently missed sound which is 7.96 per cent, 42 having 
failed in this; sound 1 was poor in 35 oases, or 6.64 
pel:' cent; voiceless th, (or e) missed by 27 or 5.12 per. 
o~nt; sounds rand v were both missed in 23 instances, Ol:l 
4.36 per cent of the oases tested; oombinat~on voiceless 
t) was a deviation in 17 oases, or 3.22 pel:' cent; and 
from here there was a decided drop to sound k with 9 
missing, or 1.70 per cent; sound J missed by 6 or 1.13 
per cent; sounds t, h, and z were .94 per cent deviations 
in 5 oases each; sound f a .75 per cent failure by 4 
pupils; voiced th (sound ff ) and sound g missed by 3 
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children or .56 per cent; 2 students miss ing sound p 
which is a .37 per cent deviation; and t he sounds d and 
dJ were an .18 per cent error in one case each·. No one 
tested made mistakes on the· sounds of b, w, m, and n or 
their combinations . 
Further, t he two highest deviations for all cons on-
ant sounds we:re fo~nd to be subst 1 tut ions n for .? and w 
for ~ ~which would be described as careles~nees, and 
most probably a sectional d~sorepancy of speech, These 
two d.oviat 1onf} , a lope wqre represented by 1,64 o;t' the 375 
pupiltJ (all those making deviations in consonant sounds) 
or 43.73 pe~ cent, It is to be expected that sound a 
would be well e.t t he top.af the list beqo.uae o:t' :J.ta h:J.gh 
frequency, and the fact tha t it is one of the harde~t 
sounds for children to make accurately, Sounds r and 1 
are ·also difficult for many pupils, The lare; e number of 
deviations in sounds e and v were pointed out earlie~ to 
' 
be largely a matter of substitutions-" in some oases they 
w~re samples of what is popularly known as 11 baby ~ alk 11 , 
The sounds ts and s are also fairly difficult for small 
children to make well. Usually sound o ~igures higher 
on the chart of deviations in a survey , as is also true 
of the sounds z, ~ , m, and n. There is no accounting 
for this discrepancy. 
Vowel and Diphthong Deviations 
As a whole, the 527 subjects sampled fared better 
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in the pronunciation of vowel and diphthong sounds than 
they did in consonant sounds, whioh is the normal expec-
tancy. Table XI shows the omisaior~s, distortions and 
substitutions of the vo~els in their various positions in 
the mouth and ;tndioates thut the largest numoe:r ... -13.26 
per oent-~deviations are ;tn the front vowels, .which af· 
fected 70 subjects of the 527 sampled. Sixty-seven of the 
seventy aubst i tuted I for [ ( fol:' e;xample enid, "ror.g1 t" fo!' 
·~oi'ge~~ ~ a carelessness of this aeotion of the oou~~ry. 
Two suo jeqta lllissed sound oo, and one sound I. Nona 
missed the 1 and e sounqa, 
The other. positions of the vowels anow~d much smalle!' 
percentagesz the total pe!' oent for the deviations in the 
middle position was 1.88 pel' cent or 10 pu~ils: 9 oases 
o!' 1.70 pel:' oent deviated on sound .J , and one pel's on 
omitted the a sound. No deviations were made in eithe!' 
..; or A sounds , 
The back positions ~ere one per cent higher than the 
middle vowels in having 11 subjects maki ng deviations, · or 
2.07 per oent errors. The largest mistrutes were made in 
sound o by 9 persons or 1.70 per cent, and sound d was 
missed by onay two persons. No deviations were noted in 
sounds u, U, :J , and b • 
Omissions, Distortions and Substitutions 
in the Diphthongs 
Front diphthong ~I was missed by only two pupils, 
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Note: All sounds listed here r efer to the sounds and their substi-
tutions. 
TABLE XI . 1 ' TABLE XII 
Vowels (Omia~ and Substitutions~ ~ .9.f yowe1p a,pg Diphthqngs 
Front 
~ No.of Sub.1ee.t§. 1!!! Cent ., Sound .Nq. ~ ~ub_1!tCtj! Per Cent _,_....,.-
6. 67 12.71 E. 67 12.71 
~ 2 .'67 3 9 1•70 
I J,. .18 0 9 1.70 
i 0 .oo au 6 .94 
Q 0 .oo ae 2 .'!17 
TqtdJ,l 70 U5.26 ~ 2 .. 3..7 
f I 2 .~7 
Middle ' 
JI 1 .1a 
~oU:,ng ,N2_.or S~j acts ~ .C.ent a 1 .18 
3 9 1.7Q i 0 .oo 
a 1 .18 8 Q ,oo 
a 0 .oo a 0 .oo 
" 0 zOO 
,... 0 .oo 
Tote.l 10' 1.88 u 0 .oo 
u 0 .oo 
~ ' 0 .oo Sound Jf.Q.of Subjects Per Cent t> 0 .oo -- .oo 0 9 1.70 ci 0 
~ 2 .57 <1! 0 .oo 
u 0 .oo oU 0 .oo 
u 0 .oo ., -Total 98 28.52 
' 0 .oo I) 0 .00 --Total 11 2.07 
Dii!hthongs 
Front 
'J! 2 .57 
ei 0 .oo 
cti _Q_ .oo 
Total 2 ··.57 I I 
Back 
~u 5 .94 
oU 0 .oo -Total 5 .94 
t I 
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or .37 per cent. Diphthongs ei and di were successfully 
pronounced by all pupils sampled. In the case of the baok 
diphthongs ~U was a .94 per cent deviation, which repro~ 
sents 5 pupils. None missed d~phthong oU. 
In summary, Table XII i ndicates that of all devia~ 
tiona in vowels and diphthongs listed in the order of the 
frequenoy of oa our enoe, the front vowel [ (or sound e as 
in forge~ ) far surpaa~ed ~11 other vowels and diphthongs 
with a 12,71 per oent dev~at~on, or 67 pup+ls making the 
error. Tnere is a big Arop from here to 1.70 per oent 
deviation whiab was ma~a by nine pqpils in the midale 
vowel~ (Qr sound 1 aS. in girt) and baok vowe1 o (or 
sound o as in ~11ow), Diphthong c:t u (or ~iphthong ow 
as in brown) was next, \Vith five oases or ,94 per cent 
deviation; front vowel oo (or sound a as in Sam); baok 
vowel q (or sound a as in calm) and front diphthon~ 
I (sound oi as in boil) each with ,37 per cent, or two 
subjects eaoh; one each or •• l8 per oent in front vowel I 
(sound i as in is) and middle vowel a (sound a as in 
p~th). No deviations were made in front vowel sounds i 
and e; middle vowel sounds~ and A; back vowel sounds 
n, u,::; , and o ; nor in the front diphthongs ei and 9'I 
or back diphthong sound ou. l t should be pointed out 
that the substitution of sound I for sound t. (in 65 
cases) would be considered a matter of bad habit and 
carel e ssness, poss i bly a regional speech deviation; as 
was the case of sound n for sound ? , and of w for ~, 
in the consonant sounds. 
- ~ -- -·-- --------- -- --- -· -· -· 
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CHAPTER II. PHONA'l'ION 
Phonation or the production and variation of vocal 
tones in quality, pitch, dur ation and intensity is a less 
exact part of this study, Nature should have ·given the 
speech investigator a good ear as International Phonetice 
has given him an exact key to unlock the door of speech 
deviations in Articulation; but there is no such key for 
the door called Phonation. Fortunately, authorities agree 
fairly well in what is meant by good phonati,pn, as was 
pointed ovt !n the Introduction, 
Quality 
Quality or the element of voice which distinguishes 
one voice from any other is shown to have had the greatest 
number of deviations ('l'able XIII). Of the 22 cases or 
4.12 per cent of voice quality, denasality was heard in 
the voices of nine students or 1!70 per cent of all 
students sampled; nasality in five voices or ,94 per 
cent; infantile quality was noted in 4 cases or ,75 per 
cent; muffled quality was evident in two instances or 
.37 per cent of the case~; a.nd there was one example each 
of the · following: har.sh,- and hoarse. There were ng 
cases in the sampling of voice qualities of metall19, or 
husky, or breathy, although these qualities were observed 
in those surveyed but not sampled. 
Pitch 
The next highest percentage was found in pitch, 
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TABLE .XIli 
Number .9!. Sub.1ecta Per Cent --
Q.l.mliti 
Darmeal 9 1.70· 
Nasal 5 .94 
Int'~ntUe 4 .75 
Muft'lod, dull, hollow 2 .57 
Hs.:rsh,inharmonio, noisy, rasping 1 .1,8 
Hoarse, grattng, rough 1 .16 
Metallic, bright, clear 0 .oo 
Husky, dry 0 .oo 
Brae, thy _o_ .OQ. 
Total 22 4~'12 
Pitch 
Monotonous 10 1.89 
High, shrill 2 .57 
· Low, basso-profundo __Q_ .QO 
Total 12 2.2.6 
Duration or time 
Perseveratad tone,prolonged,drawling 5 .56 
Too slow 1 .18 
Lack of va.d.&tion in rata of 13peed 1 .18 
Too fast 0 .oo 
Sta.cca to, quickly touched, short _Q_ .oo 
Total 5 .92 ... 
l.n:!&nsity or loudness, volume 
Too soft, weak 2 .57 
. !oo loud, st~ident 0 .oo 
Lack of variation in intansi ty 0 .oo 
Aphonia (lack ~f voice) _Q_ !00 
To~1 2 .57 
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2.26 per cent or twelve students. Ten voices or 1.89 
per cent were monotonous in that there was no change of 
pitch, and two pupils' voices were too high and shrill, 
None was observed to be pitched too low. 
Dux-at ion 
Duration or time was deviated in .92 per cent or 
in the ap~eoh of f1VQ P~P~l~· In the samp1~ng th~ee 
ohildron or ,56 per ce11,t perseve:ttated their tones or 
haq whtt·b would. be PPPUlll:rly known aa a d:ttawl; ~nd there 
waa on@ or ,18 per Qont who talked too aloVIly, and one 
who lu~keQ variation in r~t~ of apeed . or had monotonQua 
timing in his speech, l{o pupils apolce too taat, or in 
a staooato voice. 
Intensity 
Intensity (loudness or volume) was not a serious 
devi~tlon in the test. Only two children 9r ,37 per 
cent Vlere noted to be too soft or weak in their tones, 
None was observed to be too loud; or to lack variation 
in intensity; or to be ~phonic (voiceless due to paral~ 
ysis of the vocal cords). 
summary of Phonation 
Table XIV summarizes the deviations of phonation 
in the order of the frequency of occurrence regardless 
of the grouping,!·~ .,quality, pitch, duration, and in- J 
tensity. Of the 37 subjects or 6.92 per cent of the 
·~ 
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No . of Sypject~ m~ 
Monotonous pitch 10 1.89 
Dafaaeal qUL\lity 9 1.70 
Nas~ qya1,ity 5 .94 
Persever~ted tone (duration) 5 .56 
High, shrill pitch £ !37 
Too eof't , weak intensity 2 .'67 
Muffied quality 2 ,57 
Harl?h -quality 1 ~;1.8 
Too slow (duration) 1 ,18 
Lack of variation of rate of speed (dura. tion) 1 . • 18 
Low pitch 1 .18 
Too l oud intensity 0 .oo 
Lack of variation in intensity 0 .. oo 
Aphonia 0 .oo 
Me~llic qua1i ty 0 .oo 
Husky, dry quality 0 .oo 
Br eathy quality 0 .oo 
Too fast (duration) 0 .oo 
Staccato (duration) 0 .oo -Total 57 6.92 
functional process of phonation, roughly one fourth--
10 oases out of 37--were monotonous pitoh; denasal 
quality was second highest with nine or 1.70 per cent 
of the total 527 oas~s sampled; nasal quatity was 
listed next with five e~bjects or .94 pe~ cent; the 
!dur~ tion olassifioe. tion was noted to have t lwee student f3 
or .56 per oent with prolonged tone; the next three 
l'ist ing ~ b,e.d two oaaea or • 37 per oent eaol~: t'l1gh 
. ~it oh, too soft or w~al~ intensity; and muffl~d qUP.li t:y 
qf voioo. Four pe:raonQ had one phonatione.l P.av:t.e.tion 
•each: one oould be l~sted unde~ q~ality of. voiaeJ one 
!,ror low pitohJ and two und~r poor t1ming .. •one waf) toq 
I 
·slow, and one lacked variation in the rate ot speed. 
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:No examples we~e found in . the~e olassifioationa of the 
·'following: in intensity--too loud, and laolt of vari~"b;t.on; 
in quality~ metallic, hueky,.and breathy; in duration-~ . . 
too fast, and etaooato; and aphqnia. 
'·' 
Physiological and Functional Abnormalities 
of Phonation and Articulation 
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Table XV (A) lists abnormalitie s of the apparatus of 
phonation and articulation whlch caused speech deviations 
in the 5Z7 sampling. The table shows that 1,13 per cent or 
six students each were case s of !mpaired hearing, and ade· 
noids, One student had a very bad cold which he admitted 
was a chronic conditioq, There was no evidence of facial 
pare.lysi e , 
Table XV (B) list~ oases of dev:1.at1on~ Qa.ue~d b¥ tlle 
poor ua~ ot normal articulators, There were six studeqts 
or 1,13 par cent who were classified as showing signa of 
oral inacti~ity, as evidenced by lazy tongue, inact~VQ 
lips, and general inactivity in the oral area, 
In summary, the 19 students who deviated because of 
organic deficiencies of articulation and phonation or the 
poor use of the normal articulators, six cases were grouped 
in the latter c~tagory as orally inactive; and thirteen 
were cases of physiological defects of the ~rga~s of arti-
culation and phonation. There were six oases (1.13 per cen~ 
each for ad~noids and for i mpaired hearing; and one student 
deviated because of a chronic c9ld condition. There was no 
case of facial paralysis. The effect, if any, that these 
organic deviations had on the articulation, the phonation and 
the rhythm of the subjects in which they were observed will 
be studied in detail in Table XVII and in Part II Procedure. 
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Ph~~olosica~ Contr ibutions 1£ Defective 
Phonation and Articulation 





Number of Subjeata 








Deviations Caused £1 ~ l£QE ~ £! 
Normal Articulators 
Number of Subjects 
Oral Inactivity 6 






Organic Causes Affecting Articulation 
and Phonation 
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In this grouping, actual loss or defective parts of 
the speech mechanism were observed,which were causing 
deficiency in articulation and phonation. Defective teeth 
was the greatest cause. Seven subjects, or 1.32 per cent 
had lost teeth -" this is usu~lly a temporary cause for 
deviation in the lower gvades, so it is often tgpored by 
some of tJh~ speech therapists. In five cases, qr ,94 per 
oent, teeth were ~paoed too far apart oaua1ng dev~~tion ~n 
the s sound; however, thl~ will be studied mo~~ ~n detail 
in Table XVII. Two instances qr ,37 per cent of the~e 
cases. teeth werEt crooked or i~regular, making a total 9f 
fourteen out of twenty-two oase~. or 63 per cent for this 
category. Over-shot jaw was a 1,32 pev· cent organic devi~ 
ation, which affected seven pupil~. The only other dev1~ 
ation was a cleft palate oase. Of the 527 a.ubjeots there 
were only 4.17 per cent or 22 subjects listed in this 
classification of organic ~~uses affecting articulation 
and phonation. I~ should be note~ in passing that doubt" 
less a large per cent of these imperfections could be 
righted, i.e., lost teeth in most cases were probably first / 
. --
teeth; teeth spaced too far apa~t or those that were 
crooked could be corrected by orthodontia, which would 
also be true in some minor oases of over-shot jaw; also 
the cleft palate could be corrected by surgery. All these 
cases of organic .defects affecting articulation and phona-
tion could then be turned over to the speech correction 
teacher. 
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(Davia tio ns due to Imperfectionsof the Organs) 
Teeth out 
Overshot jaw 
Teeth, spaced too far apart 
Teeth, crooked irregular 
Cleft pala tl} 



















In speech disorders of rhythm are placed all oases 
deviating from the normal rhythm of speech, or in which 
the speech rhythm is disturbed, As was stated in the 
Introduction (page 12 ) the definition of disorders of 
rhythm :tn this thesis ;ts the stammering , jerlry, hesita,nt, 
uneven ut terance of apeooh sounds. 
O:f' the 2'100 pup;tl.s tested there were oply six oases 
of jerky, stammering speeoh, three boys and three g irls. 
Th~ mo§t ~erious oaae w~s a boy in the sixth g~ade whose 
speech oo,n be Q~laraote r;t~ed as a halting , broken rhytQm. 
especially on syllables of ~nit1a1 oonsonanta (of k, g , 
p, b, and r) and a vowel, There wore fao~al diatortiona, 
also. Another ~ixth gr ade boy in the same school was a 
recurrent stanunerer. When he was going through one of 
these periods of stammering , there was repetition of parts 
of words or phrases as well as a halting , jerky rhythm. 
Two girls and a boy were extremely nervous ohildren, stam· 
mering only occasionally. One little girl was a oase of 
extreme timidity. She s~ld olU spoke, but when she did her 
speech was characterized by a hesitant rhythm. 
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SYMBOLISM 
In the Introduction the following sentence from 
Barnes was quoted, "The process of symbolic formulation 
and expression refers to ~ the act of creating, formulating 
and expressing thought while speaking." 1 The speech teats 
given the 2100 school children did not make a point in 
testin~ the child's ~bilit¥ in original &peach wpere 
def:toient symbolit3m would be most ;likely to 9;ppear. 
However, there were not eyen mild oases of deviat ions in 
the sampling. '.l.'ho inve s tigator had observed cases in the 
lower grades of the schools which were being sampled! 
_For example, one over-age cpild in the third grad~ would 
point at some object and call it by a differ~nt name, 
such as pen for pencil. Other times he would try to 
think of some name, suggesting several, and would shake 
his head. Sometimes he could. think of no name, This 
was recognized as a case of mental deficiency by the 
school authorities, but he was to be kept in s chool un" 
til such time as he might become too difficult a problem 
for tqe public schools to control . 
1 Hary G. Barnes, -~ cit. , 14. 
PART II PROCEDURE 
A Study of 59 Cases Consisting of Speeoh 
Deviations in the Following Combinations: 
Articulation, Phonation and Rhythm 
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So tar, this study has been concerned with devia-
tions in articulation~ - in consonant, vowel, diphthong, 
and compound consonant :;Jounds; in I'honat1pn -.- in pitch, 
int~ns1ty, quality ~nd duration; and in rhythm, Ref~r~ 
m enoe has also beem~ado to imperfections 9t ovgans of av~ 
tioulat1on. It baa bean observed that in some oases inad-
equate functioning of organs such as poo~ Qea~1ng, adenoid~ 
al growth, and one oase of Qhron1o oold h~va affected both 
phonation and articulation, 
Part II Procedure presents the findings of a study 
of all those oases of the 527 sampled which had some othe~ 
speech defect or defects than consonant and vowel devia-
tiona. . In this section the main study lies in noting the 
symptom or symptoms of the spe~ch errors in one or more 
categories of deviations found and in notation with any 
obvious cause for such abnormalities. In other words, it 
is a study of the oases in which there are inter-relation-
ships among the symptoms of di~orders observed in articu-
lation, phonation and rhythm vii th or without the evident 
cause or causes. For example, in Table XVII the 59 oases 
which fit into the above description range from specimens 
of deviations in consonants with their observed cause of 
I 
I 
teeth imperfections {See Table XVII, Cases 3, 4, 5, etc.) 
to instances of more than one symptom of deviation with or 
without ita oausal faotor, Again sampling from the same 
table, Case 28 , indicates that the consonant, vowel, pitoh 
deviations and muffled quality of voice were probably due 
to a hearing deficiency. Case 27 lists deviations in two 
categories of articulation and phonation -- more apeoifi• 
oally cons onant de viation and hoa rse quality of voice . No 
observable cause was noted. In studying Tabl!3 XVII it 
sh.ould bQ noted that only the cross me.rlts in the squares 
have any meaning in the study of the oases. ror example, 
Case 11 ~hould b~ interpreted: deviation in consonants, 
defective teeth, and deviatlons in vowels, In Case 11 
there is no significance in the part that the tracing line 
runs through the square marked 11 Pitoh", This would also be 
true for Cases 12, 13, 14, eta, to Case 25; but Pitch would 
be taka n into a 9 o otmt in the ~t udy of Case 26. In studying 
Table XVII one other point should be noted, In Cases 1 and 
2 there appears this mark (~) opposite the olassifioation 
"Teeth, defectiv~". This means that Case l had very 
crooked teeth, and in Case 2 the teeth were far apart; how .. 
ever, this sing ).e deviation did not affect the speech of 
these pupils -- they were deficient in only this one classi-
fication. 
Deviations in Articulation and Phonation 
Thirteen pupils *ere observed to digress from the 
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standard in both articulation and phonation (or 22 per cent). 
The cases under discussion are Cases 14, 20, 22, 23, 25, 2~ 
28, 29, 41, 42, 43, and 44, (See Table XVII) The dis-
placement in articulation was: consonants 6, vowels 4, con-
sonants and vowels 3, with these classification of cases 
in phonation: nasal quality 2, perseverated t~ming 2, 
denas~l q~ality 3, and one each for these oatagorias: 
quality ~" muffled, hoarse, ipfantile; and one eaoh for 
muffled quality and pitoh, harsh qu~lity and pitch. In 
Case 25 the consonant deviations were~~, apd the substi-
tution of n for ~ J and too weak intensity, Oaae 44 wa~ 
defective 1n vowels , elow in timi ng , had a p~~severated ~ate 
of speech~ and oral inactivity, These are examples of the 
facts that there were 13 oases out of 59 (or 22 per cent) 
in which there were defeats in both articulation and phon-
ation. An explan~tion can be ~ada through examples to 
further interpret the point being made. One case in which 
three classifications of deviations were noted in these . -
two fields was Case 29: consonants sounds n, d, v, 
f ande and the careless dropping of the finals; oral 
inactivity; and muffled qu~lity of voice. Detailed di-
gressions in Case 44 are as follows: diphthong oU sub-
stituted for dU, i, and sound I for sound~ ; oral in-
activity; slow rate of speed; and perseverated or drawling 
rate of speed. Case 28 shows five imperfections: conson-
ants -- ~, 1; vowel I substitubBd for E; monotonous 
' 
A STUDY OF 59 CASES IN THE 527 SAMPLING 41 
(Listed from the least to the greatest frequency of occurrence) 
Consisting .Qf ·Sp7och Deviations in~ Following Combinations: 
Artl.culation, Phonation ,ruE Rhythm 
TABLE ru! 






















9A.-SE NO.-- 1. Z.. 3 4 ,-
Note: In each case listed, interpret the table by observing 
those squares having a cross line. Disregard all other 
squares through which the tracer line passes. 
Note: ( ' ) signifies that this was the only deviation in this case. 
.)' I 
I 
ll J ~ 
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pitch of voice, and a muffled quality of voice; which was 
no doubt significant when the child admitted a hearing loss. 
Interrelationships Between Articulatory 
Displaaement and Defective Organs of Articul~tion 
Twclve of the 59 subjects (or 20 per cent) who had 
anomalous consonant sounds also had defective teeth (S~e 
Table XVII), In 7 oases over~shot jaw might have caq~ed 
the deviations in the consonants. 
LooH;:tpg at the o~ses of imperfect teeth 1 t· if! found 
that of the twelve oaaes, nine ~t~d~nts made def~Qtive ~ 
sounds (in 4 oases the t~eth were too far apart, in 4 the 
teeth were out, and ono ~upil had a front toot~ which ~~s 
too long~ making ooolusion 1mpo~aible), In all the$e 
oases abnormal teeth affected the articulation of the 
children examined, With three pupils the a sound was the 
only consonant missed, In aome · of the cases there were 
other defective consonant and vowel sounds. ~or example, 
besides Case 4 substituting s~und s ·"due no doubt to a 
lost front tooth -- there was a substitution of sound n 
for ; · in the majority of the t~mes when the consonant was 
in tl}e final position of th~ word. (This would be classi-
fied as carelessness and having no relation to defective 
teeth.) These same defects (sounds s, and n for P, and 
imperfect teeth) were also noted in Cases ~, 8, and 10 
although in Case 8 the pupil was observed to deviate on 
sound..N.L-- again this deviation has nothing to do with 
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the fact that the pupil's teeth were far apart. 
Other sounds deviated besides the s sound were: _M.., 
1, 3 , f, r, tJ , -8, and substitutions f for e, b for v, 
s for e , ..5 for t; , and if' for f. The vowel sounds missed 
by the same ohil dren were: 3, and I sub at i tuted for E., 
which would not be due to teeth abnormalities. 
In all oases of over-shot jaw there was a sound a 
deviation, which oould be expected, Other sounds misseCI. 
by a.tudenta with over~shot ~aw were s consonant~ -- 61, 
~~ and .;f, No vowels were m1~~ed. 
Or~l ~naotivity was obsepved in the ~pe~oh of five 
subj~ota, Case 44 has been disouase.d in oonn~9~1on with 
deviations in two olaeaifioationa of artioulat~on and 
phonation (see page~~), The se.oond pupil Case 26 de~ 
viated in the following: oral inactivity; substituted n 
for!; ; monotonous pi toh; and a · harsh quality of vo:I.o e, 
Besides being deficient in oral inactivity, these oases 
were defective in the following s Cases 24 deviated in 
oonsC?nant!; ; and Case 29 in consonants j, d for vJ f' 
for 8, and finals, and muf~led q~ality of voice, Case 59 
was only defective in oral inactivity. 
In summary, it can be seen that defective teeth and 
over-shot jaw were the most common causes of articulation 
deviations in these 59 cases -- the sound s was the con-







Pitch/ or the r elation of notes to the musical scale 
here referring to voices was an interesting part of 
the phonation of the 59 subjects. In the oases of nine 
children who had monotonous pitch, two were also denasal 
(Cases 32 and 33 ) one waa lacking in variation of rate 
(Case 36 ) one had nasal quality of voice (Case 38)~ be~ 
aides having monotonous pitch, one pupil's quality of 
voice would be popularly described as a drawl, Oaae 35; 
and Oaae 2G besides having a monotonous pitch, was olaa• 
aified aa o%'ally 1naotiVQ 1 with a harsh vo1Qe fl,nd, substi" 
tuti,:pg n for !? • Two high pit Qtl voices ( Cl\BE:ta 3.4, 37) also 
had infantile q~alities " which again is often found among 
elementary school children. 
Phonation ... Intensity 
In this category· intensity .. one child's hearing 
also was impaired which might partly account for the weak 
voice (Case 50) and in the other oase {Case 25) deviations 
were in two consonant aounds: -~ ~pd the supstitution of 
sou~d n for sound ? -- again there is no relationship here. 
Phonation -- Quality 
There is nothing of significance in the classification 
of quality of voice which has not already been discussed, 
except for the relationship between this grouping and poor 
functioning of organs which affect articulation and phon-
ation. For example it was found that there were five out 
I 
1 
of the 59 subjects (Cases 20, 45, 46, 47, 48) who had 
denasal quality of voice which was doubtless caused by 
adenoids. With two of these children (Cases 47 and 48) 
45 
defioienoy of hearing was noted, and a chronic cold was 
also observed in Case 48. There was one child (Case 49) 
who had adenoids and poor hearing, whioh might be ex~ected. 
PnQnauion ~- Duration 
F~ve caa.es we~~ found with deviations in duration, 
Case 36 l,aoked variation :tn tim;tng and had a monotonou$ 
pitch; Case 44's speeoh oan be described: slow timing, 
peraeverated or drawling speeoh, oral inactivity, and 
these deviations in vowels .. - oU substituted foX' qU 1 ;t, 
and vowel I for vowel ~. There were two other oases of 
perseverated speech bes~dea that of Oase 44, they wares 
Case 23 with these deviations in vowels and consonants: 
vowel I for C.., and <iU, and distortions of 1, and sub .. 
stitutiona of 1, and substitutions of b for v; Case 35 
is ~haracterized by saying his speech was monotonous in 
pitog, and was a drawl. 
Rhythm 
There were six subjects having jerky, stammering 
rhythm, one of which made a distortion of sound .d-. 
Aside from this one consonant defect there were no other 
correlations between rhythm, and articulation 'or phona-
tion. 
I Summary 46 Of these 59 out of 527 oases sampled, 13 pupils or 
22 per cent deviated 1n both articulation and phonation. 
In articulation 12 children or 20 per cent dist orted con-
sonant sounds because of poor teeth; and in 7 oases or 
11.8 per cent over-shot jaw aided in producing the inade-
quate a sound, Of the 12 oases of defective teeth 9 or 
15 per pent distorted the a sound, and in tpe caoea of 
over·snot jaw, 7 in ~ll, there were 5 more a deviations 
ma~ing a tota~ or 14 studente (o~ 23.7 per q~nt) of the 
69 aubjeots who made defective a ~ounds, which was tqe 
highest single deviation in the consonants and the vowels, 
Monotonous pitoh was noted with 9 aub jeota · (15 per 
cent) in whioh these defects were observedl denasal 
quality 2; infantile quality 2; lacking variation of rate 
1; nasal qual~ty 1; persever~ted timing li hearing 1; 
harsh quality, oral inactivity and substitution of sounds 
n for ~ , l; and two children in which monotony was the 
only deviation. (Cases 39 and 40) 
There ~ere five pupi~s who had denasal quality of 
voice whioh was caused by adenoids ~- on~ of these was 
also due to impaired hearing and a ohron~c cold. 
Six oases were observed of jerky, stammering rhythm. 
PART III PROCEDURE 
320 Cases Sample·d from Grades I to VI I I from 
Four Gramma.r Sohoo;Ls 
The previous sect i on P~pt II Procedure has pre-
sented the findings 1n the sampling of the speech of 
527 students from over an entire county area. This 
chapter will deal with apeeoh deviations in four of 
the 1al;'ge!' grammar s ghools in various parts pf the 
oounty, t gking note of the types of errors in ~he 
v~rioua gpadee , In two of t he four teaoher s~4oola, 
a teaohe:r taught two gr ades eaoh, In one sqhool pf 
fou:r tea.Qhera and a p!'inoipat -tea.ohe':', this was t b,e 
o1aas groupinga a 1, 2•3 1 4-6 , 6~7, 8, Tne eighth 
g:rade was taugh~ by the principal, The foul;'th school 
was an eight teacher sohoo1 , It ~eemed best for this 
study, then, to group children in the following grade 
classifications 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8 . 
Gradesl~2 Deviations in Articulation . . 
Of 132 pupils from these. foul" schools 29 or 9.~6 
pel:' cent substituted consonant n for? ; 16 or 7.18 
per cent substituted vowel I for E. ; 14 students 
(4.37 per cent) substituted w for~; 10 subjects 
(3.12 . per cent.) distorted sound s; 9 (or 2.81 per 
cent) consonant 1; 7 sound r; 6 pupils (1.87 per 
cent) substituted b for v; 5 cases (1.5 per cent) 
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520 CASES SAMPLED FROM GRADES ONE TO EIGHT 48 
IN FOUR GRAMMAR SCHOOLS 
(Listed in Order of Frequency of Occurrence) 
I. Articulation 
Consonants, Vowels, with their Substitutions, Omissions 
Grades 1&2 
# T.A13LE XVIII 
# _Qrgdea .§§£ Grades 5&4 
§ound -:M.wpber-Per Cent 1 S.OJ1Pd '1 N,wnber Ea:x: Cant ' Sound j, Number Per Cal!. 
n- 'Y) 29 9~16 n-!? 23 7.18 n-? 9 2.81 
I :fort. 16 7.18 w- Jf'l 9 2.81 8 5 1.5 
w for-M 14 4.57 l 8 2.5 W-4:!\ 5 1.5 
B 10 5.12 I-~ 5 1.5 I-~ 4 1.25 
1 9 2.81 8 3 .95 a 3 .95 
r 7 2.18 f - 9 3 .95 1 2 .62 
b for v 6 1.87 r 3 .93 
t 2 .62 r 
a- 5 1.5 f-v 3 .95 ' t5 2 .62 
I ur fo 3r 5 1.5 ts 2 .62 ' 
2 ,62 w-v 
t for a 4 1.25 d3 2 .62 ' • 1 .51 
ct 3 .95 I} l .51 a-e 1 .31 
m 5 .95 5 1 .51 b-y 1 ,51 
c:1 5 .93 h 1 .31 z l ,ol 
'l 3 .93 t 1 .31 
I ,. l .~n 
J for ts 2 .82 z 1 .31 ' w 1 .2i1 
w for r 2 .62 ' j 1 .51 
t ~ -;t _.1._ -d!. 
t 1 .51 ' w 1 .31 Total 41 12.~4 
1 .51 , w-n 1 .51 ' p 
f fork 1 ,51 ,r 1 . 51 ' 
s for 5 1 .51 a-o _l_ .51 ' 
,1 .51 Total 71 22.15 ' z 
tj 1 .51 ' 
dJ 1 .51 ' 
ar 1 .51 
' i for I 1 .51 ' 
r for f) 1 .51 ' ' 
f for v _!_ .51 -Total 152 41.25 
t ' 52 of 59 (54.25%) O.K. 46 of 105 (44.25%), o .. K. 52 of 71 (45.%) ,o.K. 
" ' t ' Grades 7&!3 
Sound iNumoer Per Cent ' 
w-.ct. _, 'u ~-~· 
I- e 7 2.18 
s 2 .62 
w-v 2 .62 
9 1 .51 
n-? 1 .51 
tJ 1 .51 .:n ' l:e 1 
c1 1 .:n ' 
]I 1 .51 ' t 
~I 1 .Sl ' ~ The number of times Of 520 cases ' __!_ .51 t O.K. 162 (50.62%) (the error was made.)' d-Q ·Total 5Q 9.55 Dev-




distorted e ; and 5 ur for [_r j four substl tuted f for 
e ; there were three oases each for the following omis-
sions Ol." dlstoX~tions: J- , ee , 1 , and ;r; two pupils 
each (.62 per cent) ~uba~itutedJ ~or t 5 and w for r; 
and there was one omission or distortion for the follow-
ing, t, p, z, ~ , <G , c1 r, and these eubst:ttutions; 
f for H:, a forJ , i fO:t' I, r for e, f :t'o:r v~ (See 
Tab;te XVlii ) , 
G~adea 3~4 Oeviaiona in Articulation . 
I n theae two gvacle g;rqups ~ne 71fQr; ,;iube.titu.., 
tion waa again ~arge ~ 23 of tho 71 making erro~q ~n 
the~e gv~qe a wp~oh would be 7 ,~~ per oent, ~he ~~bati~ 
tution w for tv.l !f~ S high here, too, 9 (or 2,81 p~r oent ). 
There were 8 students who distorted 1 (2.5 per oent) 
five who substituted vowel I for [ (1,5 per cent) four 
groups had three pupils (.93 per. cent) missing conson~ 
~ . 
ants S and r, ~nd SU~StitUting f for Cf 1 and f for V; 
two students ( .62 per cent) each missed ~ and ~ 1 
and there were these omissions and distor~iona made by 
one p.upi~ each;: e , J , h, t, ~, j, w, ;:::;~, and these 
sub~titutions w for n, an~ q-o. 
Grades 5-6 Deviations in Articulation 
The n for j deviation was high in these two grades 
(9 pupils or 2.81 per cent) sound s and substitution w for 
..Yl. were both deviated by 5 students (1.5 per cent) only 
50 
4 students (1.25 per cent) missed the substitution I for 
L; 3 missed consonant e ; there were two eaoh who deviat-
ed on consonants 1, r, ~ , ana substitution w for v; and 
one eaoh for these omissions· or distortions: h, z, cJ-, w, 
and theae subatitutiona: a for 0; b for v, oo for I. 
Grades 7-8 Deviations in Articulation 
Surprising as ~t is, the highest deviation bera 
was not the substitution n for ~ whioh oould h~ve beep 
expeotet;l from E;\ll previous data, but w fo);' N.l., whioh wa.a 
missed py ll (o:t' 3.4~ pel;' gent), The next h:tgheat devi"!! 
atian was the ~ubstit~t~on of I fo~ ~ in which ? at~q~nta 
made a 2,18 pe~ oent er~or; sound a was distorted by 2 
pupils ( ,62 pe~ cent) as w~a the substitution w for v; 
and one error each was made in the following: ~ 1 ~ , . 
oo , ct , _;I, c::1 I, and the aubsti tUtions n for ;; , and C( 
for o. 
Of the speech of the students in these four wide ... 
ly scattered grammar schools where an every-second-pupil 
sampling was made, there were ~20 cases, There were 162 
(or 50,62 per cent) who passed the speech teat success-
fully, and 158 (or 49.37 per cent) who deviated. Of the 
105 in the first and second grades 46 (or 44.23 per cent) 
passed successfully but the remaining 59 made 132 errors 
(or 2.23 per cent errors apiece) the highest five of 
which were: substitutions of n for ~ (29 oases of the 
I 
I 
59) I for c._ ( 16 cases) w for _M.( 14 cases) sound s ( 10 
cases) and 1 (9 cases ). 
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In grades 3 and 4, 32 pupils of the 71 (or 45 per 
cent) passed the speech test successfully, 71 speech er-
rors were made by the remaining 39 (or l ,8 per oent error 
pe~ st~dont). The nighe~t five errors mad~ were: subeti-
tution n for~ , by 23 o~~es (or more than a third) sub~ 
atit'L\t:t.on 'II .f9r M, by 9 pupils; consonant 1, by 8 stu~ 
dents; and the substitution I for c in five o~ses, There 
were four deviations made in the fifth listing by tp~ee 
pupils ~aob a:a follows: omi13aions or distortions of' 
sound e and~ and substitutions of' f for · ~ a.nq fro~ v, 
Gradee 5 and 6 h~d a higher per cant of aat~s~ 
factory speech oases (54.23 per oent), Of 59 oases 32 
passed the test, the 27 remaining did not make aa high a 
per-centage of error as did .the 3 and 4 graders. (3-4 
grade per cent 1.8, grades 5 and 6, 1.5 per cent errors 
per pupil). 
The ~est rating was found in the 7 and 8 8rades, 
Of 85 pupils sampled 52 (or 61.17 per oent) passed and of' 
the 33 students left, the ~rror per pupil was o~ly ,9 
per cent. The four highest deviations were more than a 
third in the substitution of w for~(ll times the error 
made out of 30 times) 7 pupils made the substitution I 
for f_ ( 2.18 per cent ) and two pupils each omit ted or dis-
torted s and substituted w for v. 
520 CASES SAMPLED FROM GRADES ONE TO RIGHT 52 
IN FOUR GRAMMAR SCHOOLS 
(Listed in Order of Frequency of Occurrence Totals) 
TABLE ,ill 
Articulation - Summa!'Z. 
(Consonants, Vo~els ,Omitted, Substituted, Distorted, ate. ) 
Grade Grade Grade Grade 
Sound 1.&£ §&4 M& 7&B Total Per Cent -
n for? 29 25 9 1 sg 19.57 
w for.n 14 9 5 ll 39 12.18 
I for ~ 16 5 4 7 32 10.00 
a 10 3 5 2 20 6.25 
1 ' 9 8 2 0 19 5.95 
r 7 3 2 0 12 3.75 
9 5 1 5 1 10 5.12 
b fo r v 6 0 1 0 7 2.18 
f for a 4 5 0 0 7 2.18 
t 1 2 2 l 6 1.87 
ur.for e r 5 0 0 0 6 1 .50 
,I 3 1 0 1 Q 1.50 
r 3 0 1 0 4 1.25 
8B 5 0 0 l 4 1 . 25 
q . 3 0 0 1 4 1.25 
f for v 1 5 0 0 4 1.25 
w for v 0 0 2 2 4 1.~.5 
z 1 1 l 0 5 .95 
d 5 1 2 0 0 5 ,95 
S for t5 2 0 0 0 2 .62 
t 1 1 . 0 0 2 .62 
C\I 1 0 0 1 2 .62 
h o- 1 1 0 2 .62 
w 0 1 1 0 2 .'32 
4 for o 0 1 0 1 2 ,62 
w for r 2 0 0 0 ·2 · .62 
p 1 0 0 0 1 .51 
f fork 1 0 0 0 1 .51 
s for ~ 1 0 0 0 1 .51 
i for I 1 0 0 0 1 .51 
r for e 1 0 0 0 1 . 51 
I s 0 1 
0 0 1 .51 
j 0 1 0 0 1 .51 
1 w fo n 0 1 0 0 
1 .51 
I 
f for e 0 0 1 0 1 .51 
ae for I -o _Q_ _l_ _o_ L .51 
Totals 55152 71 41 50 274 85.62 
j 
Of 520 children, 158 (or 49.57 per cent) made errors, or 1.7 






Of the 320 children, 158 (or 49,37 per cent) made 
errors, or 1.7 per cent errors per child. Of the 274 
errors made by these 158 pupils, 132 or 48 per cent were 
from the 1 and 2 gre,d,es; 71 (or 25 per cent) wette 3 and 
4 grad~~o; 41 (o~ 14 pe~ oent) wave from the 5 ~nd 6 
gre,dee; 30 or 10,9 per cent we~e 7 and 8 g radera. 
F~om tho totals in the findings in Taqle XIX Qne 
observe~ that with this group, too, as ip Parts I and II 
of Procedure that these three substitutions received top 
plaoe: sub at itut:tons n fol" !:> , w for t-1- , I fov C.. • 
(These three d~v1atiop~ totaled 41,55 pe~ QQnt t n relation 
to 85.62 per oent, the grand total) and ar~ the same 
errors which showed high frequency of deviation in Parte 
I and II which indicates that W.ithout a doubt there are 
sectional deviations. The deviation n fqr ~ , totaled 
62 (or 39 per oent ) of the 158 pupils making the error, 
Only in the 7 and 8 g rades was it insignificant (only . 
one person substituted here), In all other grades it 
sb~wed high fr~quency (1-2 grades, 29; 3-4, 23; 5~6, 9; 
7-8, 1). 
In the substitution of w for..t-tL the total deviations 
were 39 (12.18 per cent) with the distribution running as 
follows: grades 1-2, 14; 3-4, 9; 5-6, 5; and 7-8, 11. 
It is difficult to know why 7 and 8 graders would rank 




this sound. In the next substitution I for £(with total 
deviation being 32 or 10 per cent) the 7 and 8 graders are 
again second' l and 2 graders, 16; 3-4, 5; 5·6 , 4; and 
7 and 8 graders 7. 
The next four hig h frequency deviations are what 
could be expected; sounds s (total 20 ) 1 (19) r (12) 
and sound e(lO). As the t:~urvey shows these four sounds 
often cause difficulties th~ougnvout grammar ~chocl 
speech development. Here one ~ees that the sounds and 
grade doficiencies are as follows: 1-2 g:t>ades, 10 pupila 
daviatQdJ 3-4, 3J 6-6, 6; 7-0, 2. The sound 1 often 
·causes tl;'ouble especially in the lQwer e; rade1.1 1 as for 
example: 1-2 gl;'a.dara, 9; 3-4, 8; 6-6, 2J anq none i,n the 
7 and 8 grades, Sound r d~viations a:t>e a~ fo~1ows: 1-2, 
7; 3-4, 3; 5•6, 2; 7-8, 0, Sound e has these deviations 
by grades : 1-2, 5; 3-4 , 1; 5-~, 3; and 7 and 8 1 1. 
Other significant deviations were: b for v 
(2.18 per cent) f fore (2~18 p~r c~nt) !:f (1.87 per 
cent) u:t> for E.. r and _,I both 1,50 per cent d , oo , q , 
f for v and w for v " all 1. 25 per cent. 
Other deviations of less importance were: z and 
~ at .93 per cent or by 3 children; .f ~or t;- , ~ ~ q'I , 
h, w, q for o, and, VI for r all l]lissed by two students or 
. 62 per cent; and the following missed ·by only one child . . 
each: p, f fork, s forJ , i for I, r fore> ,J, j, w 
for n, J for 6 , and oo for I. 
S-peech Deviatlons in the Following Combinations: 
Articulation, Phonation and Rhythm 
A quick glance at the data shows that there is 
little correlation of speech deviations between artiou-
55 
lation ~nd phon~tion in these 320 oases aampleq, In only 
two oas 9s was there any interrelatlon. In the data of 
one oaao (B.J.) a stud~nt ot the 3~4 grader olasaif!ca• 
tion, t~ero wa~ the subat~tution n for', $nd theaez 
oral : 1n~ot1v1ty, monotopoua . pitoh, and harsh quality 
of voioo. In the oase of w. c, 1i the same gvade level, 
there wa.a a distortion of th.e p consonant, and the voioe 
was dentlsal, 
In the table Rhythm (See Table XX G) the three 
nervous stammering cases had no correlations with any 
other classifications, Case A.P, of the 5- 6 grade level 
also substituted w for v; but this haa no significance, 
The other two stammerers one in each of the grades 3"4 
and 7-8 had no other deviation, The apastio deviated 
only in the jar.~ rhythm. 
Articulation -- Organic Deviation 
In two of the six case~ of defective teeth, there 
was slight significance. For example, the data in Case 
c.v. in grade group 1-2 ~ndicated two lost upper front 
teeth, and a sound s distortion. This is important to 
our . study, but not that the child also substituted w for 
lYl, In Case H.J. in grade group 5-6, the facts show that 




320 CASES SAMPLED FROM GRADES I TO VIII 
FROM FOUR SCHOOLS 
TABLE~ (A) 
Articulation 
Imperfections of the Organa 
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sound ~ and these substitutions: s for t7, I for c._ , n for ~ • 
In the other four cases there seems to be no correlation of devi-
ation with defective teeth -- these are the omissions, distor-
1 
tions and substitutions made: Onse B. B. (grade 1-2 group) 
l:::/'1.. , r, I £or E., n for !J ; aud these three cases from .. group-
ing 3-4: Oq.se D.S. - 3, substitution n for ? , and f for 
8 , two upper front teeth out; Case C.L. - substitution I for 
E- , n foi: ?• and fro nt tooth outJ Case T. J. eubst~tt\tad n 
for ? 1 tW4 nn upper front tooth was out, There was no speech 
deviation heard i n the one case of over- shot jaw. The hare-ltp 
case i n g.rage grouping 6-8 mnde these con{:lonant davi a t ionsl e , 
s, z, and h, (See Tabl~ XX A), 
Deviations Caus~d by Poor Usa of Normal Articulator-a 
Cases c.s. and s.J. in the 7-8 grade grouping Wijre examples 
of careless speech due to oral inactivi~y (See Table XX B), In 
the 5-4 grades grouping, two cases of oral inactivity also had 
these other deviat:i,ons; Case B,J. was observed to substitute 
n for) , monotonous pitch, and harsh quality of voice, Case 
D.B. substituted n f~r ~ , and distort~d or omitted r and 1. 
Articulation - Phonation 
There were fifteen cases of digressions of deviations 
in the classification phonation as compared to 11 in arti-
culation. Cases which were defective in qualit.y only· 
were: infanti],e 1, nasal 1, de nasal 1. In pitch 
1 · Cases referre d to by the ir initials have not appeared 





there war~ these: monotonous pitch 1, infantile and too-
high pitch 2, and high pitch-harsh quality 2. In duration 
there was a oase of perseverated rate of speed, and these 
articulatory deviations: 1, - /I, and substitutions b for 
v, and I for£. The defective hea~ing case w~~ deficient 
in theae consonants: h, r, s, ~nd ~ • The~e were three 
oases of adenoids. Oa~e T.L. in grade group 1-2 who alao 
had a denasal quality of vo~oe; Case B.R. (Grades 1-2) 
consonant deviat~ons t and BJ and Case c.n. in the 7~8 
grade glaeeifioat1on. 
In the tour echoole, or of the 3~0 children 
sampled, ~~x h$d defective teeth, Two w~re in t~e 1-2 
gra_d,e g11oup, 3 were in th~ 9•4 grt\des and one was in the 
5-6 grad,aa. There was one pare lip in g~ad,o 5-6i and 
one over-ahot jaw, (See Table XX A) 
Table XX (B) or deviations caused by the poor use 
of normal articulators was evidehoed in oral inactivity 
of three children in the 3-4 grades, and two in the 7-8 
grades. 
Abnormalities of the a~paratus of articulation 
ahd phonatio~ w~~4 observed in adenoids in grades 1-2 
with 2 oases, and one case in 7-8 ~~ades~ and one oase 
of hard of hearing in the 3-4 grad~s. (See Table XX C) 
Phonation -- Quality 
There were five deviated qualities heard in the 
















FR01oT POUR SCHOO LS 
TAB LE XX (D) 
Pbonat:ton -- Quality 
Grade Number of Sub_j act~ ---·-
1- 2 1 
:3 .. 4 1 
7-8 l 
'rot a. l 3 
5-6 1 






To to l 3 
7-8 2 
5 .. 6 1 
Grand •rota1 12 
TABLE XX (E ) 
Phonat"ton :::: ... Pitch 





Grand Total 5 
'l'ABLE XX (!:) 
Phonation -- Duration 
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each in 1- 2 , 3-4, and 7-8 graders. Three infantile qual-
ity of voices were found, one in 5-6 g rades and two in 
7-8 gr ades. Three harsh quality of voice oases were found• 
one in 3-4 grades, two in 7-8 grades. Two breathy quality 
of voioe were heard in 7~8 grades; and the 5-6 graders had 
one nasal voice. 
Phonation Pitch 
There were five oases of pitoh variations three 
in hie;l;l, pitoh in the 7~8 grades; and monotonous pii;oh ... 
one each-in 3-4 and 7-8 grades. 
Phonation -- Duration 
' Only on~ case was noted of perseverated rate in 
the 1-2 graders, or as it has been called the voice with 
a drawl. 
Phonation -- Intensity 
No cases of deviation in classification intensity 
were observed. 
Rhythm 
There were four oases of defective rhythm: th~ee 
stammerers, one each in these grades: 3-4, 5-6, 7-8; and 
a mild case of spastic speech in the 5-6 grades g roup. 
(Table XX G) 
Summary 
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320 cases in grades 1-8 in four grammar schools, these 
findings by grades were noted: in articulation - 162 or 
50 per cent passed the test successfully, 158 or 49 per 
cent deviated in this manner: of the 105 in t}:le l ... ~ 
gr~des, 46 were successful and 59 made errore inn for 
~ (2~ oases out of 59) I for ~(16 oases) w for ~(14) 
sound ~ in 10 oases, ~nd l in 9 oases; Grades 3~4 having 
71 pup~ls - 3~ passed tne spe~c~ test, 39 h~d these ~1ve 
highest errors: n for !? ( 23 9ases out of 71) VI f'or NL ( 9) 
l (B) :;n~'b~ti tu~:t,on I for C.. ( 5) and, the fifth olaseifipa."' 
ti~n had tour consonant deviations in which three pupils 
omitted, distorted or substituted a, r, f tor $ , anq f' 
for v; Grades 5-6 had 32 pass out of 59, and of the 27 
remaining the five highest errors were n fo11 ? ( 9 persona) 
a, and w for.M. (5} I forE_ (4) ande had 3 pupilSJ the 
best record - 52 out of 85 ~ was for the 7~8 grade group 
in which a surprise was found -" ll out of 30 who dev1-
at~d made the error on the substit~tion ~for NL(and not 
on n for..? ) 7 on I for{.., 2 on a, and also w for v, ~!1-d 
the rest were d~via~ed by one person apiece: & ' 1j ' ee, 
<:J , .?I, <1I, n for),~ for o. 
Where imperfect ions of organs affected artioula~ 
tion the data revealed that there were 2 imperfections 
of teeth for 1-2 graders, 3 for 3-4 in the same olassifi-
cation, and 3 for 5-6 graders in teeth, and one each for 
hare lip and overshot jaw. 
j 
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of 'ifue five deviations caused by poor use of normal 
articulators as seen in oral inactivityJthree cases were 
in the 3ft4 grades and two in the 7-8 grades. 
Abnormalities of the apparatus of articulation 
and phonation we;~ f ound in the speech deviations caused 
by adenoids of two 1• 2 graders and one in the 7~8 grades. 
One oaae of hard of he~rin8 was discovered in the 3~4 
grades. r.J.lh,e faqts showed that adenoids and hearing can 
be a se~!gus oau~e of speech deviations. 
In revi~w1ng what wa~ f o4nd ~n phon~tiqn qevia~ 
tions 1 qua~~ty of voioe h,~d ~2 oaaee, pitch 6, and dura• 
tion one. None was observed f or intensity. ~~~ nighea~ 
grade group was f our oases for the 7·8 grad~s, ~ eaoh for 
3-4 and 5-6 grade~, and only one denaeal (wh~ch was asso-
ciated with adenoidal speech) for the 1-2 graders. It may 
be supposed that a~ children gr.~w older they beoome more 
careless with the quality of their voioes. 
Pitch was also observed to be an upper grade devi• 
ation~ i ·~·, thr~e high pi t~hed vo~ces and one monotonous 
voice were heard in the 7-8 g~ade grqup to only one. in 
monotopous pitch in 3-4 grade gro~p. 
Only one case of dur ation was observed in this 
sampling, that of pe~severated tl~ing in the 1-2 g rades. 
No defect of intensity was observed in this sampling. 
In rhythm the picture changes, for stammerers 
and nervous children are found throug hout all grades. 
However, in this sampling, there were no stammerers in 
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the first two grades, but one ea ch VIas found in the other 
grade groupings. One case of spastic speech was heard 
in the 5~6 grade grouping . 
PART IV SUMMARY 
Conclusions 
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The speech deviat ions of the elementary school 
children of Shasta County Schools of t he school year 1941-
1942 are greate s t in number in articulat ion: 375 consonant 
deviations and 98 vowel errors (total 473 made by 268 
pupilB or 1.76 per cent error per pupil ) . The greatest 
nmnbe11 of deviations were~ substitution n for v ( sound ng 
as in elo.ting) in 99 casoa ; w for I:'~ ( sou.11d wh as in whe!!e ) 
in 65 DnBes, (or 43,73 pe r cent of all consonant daviationa 
were ml!l.de in these two errors ); vowel I substituted foi' €.. 
(sounn e as in g et ) ~n 67 cases was also a l arge devia~ 
tion, These three substitutions would be classed as care ... 
less speech, Since the i nve stigator ' s dat a shaw· that these 
three deviations persisted over a period of five years , it 
would seem t hat these deviations ;night be cal led "regional 11' 
speech. I~ .nul d be expected that co nsonant sound s would 
be high in speech deviat ions (42 pupils} but it is diff i cult 
t o understand why its voiced counterpart sound z (sound s in 
does) woul d h ave only 5 c ases of deviation, I t could be 
expected t hat sounds 1 (35 pupil s deviating) sound 9, 27 
cases; sound r and v, each with 27 cas.e s; and t;, 17 
cases woul d have hi&h deviations, since these are some o f 
the more troublesol'!le sounds in English . Vowel .3 (sound i 
as in girl) and vowe l o (sound o ·as in yel low) were both 
distorted by 9 pupils; diphthong ~U (sound ow as in cow) 
deviated by 5 pupils, vowels re (sound a as in lamb) sound 
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q (a as in calm) and diphthong ;I ( oi as in oil) all had · 
two deviations apiece. 
In comparing these findings with those in Part III 
Procedure of the summary of grades 1-8, it is evident that 
there is practically the same listing of deviations: sub-
stitution of consonant n fov ?1 62 pupils; w for ~h, 39; 
I for £ , 3 2 ; s , 20 ~ 1, 1 ~ ; e , 19 ; v, 15 ; r, 14 ; tj , 8 • 
However, vowel deviation~ do no~ follow tl;le ~ame peroet:tt"" 
ages: substitution ur for ~-r, ?I and m were all deviations 
in five Q~Qea. Vowel 3 and diphthong qU were not misaedJ 
however vowel 4 was deviated in four oases, and o in two 
cases, As oan be expected tne largest group of artioula• 
tion deviations are for the first two · gradea, the next 
largest for the 3•4 graders, and so forth, The largest 
distortions of sounds of articulation for the 7-8 graders 
were w forM ( 11 oases out of 30) and 7 for I for E. • 
The faot that teeth defeats and ove!'-shot jaw affected 
the consonant sounds, especially sounds, is expeot~d. · This 
was true in Part III Procedure with the two oases of imper· 
feet teeth in grades 1-2, 3 in 3~4 grades, and 3 in the 
5-6 grades, anq in the same grades one case of over-shot 
jaw and one of hare lip. Oral inactivity was a sma~l per 
cent in each study. 
Adenoids and deficient hearing are othe!' abnormal!-
ties of apparatus of articulation and phonation which cause 
speech defects. In the 527 sampling, adenoids and hard-of-
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hearing were a 1.13 per cent deviation with 6 pupils each; 
in tho 320 study there were three oases of adenoids and one 
of hard-of-bearing . The data show:· that adenoids and im-
paired hearing affect the qu~lity of voice and piton, 
Phonat~on was an interesting part of the study. 
Quality of voioe was highest in dev+ation. For tqe 527 
sampling, 22 oases or 8.2 per oent were observed, ~nd for 
the 1~8 grade group 12 oases or 7.5 pe~ oent; pitch was 
seoond :Ln number o:t' deviat ions: :t.n t he 5 27 study 12 oe,ses 
or 4:.4 per QEmt 1 ap(l ;l,n the g ;1;1ad.e ae.mp:t.ing 6 oaae~ or 3 .l 
per oentJ cluvation was third with both samplingt=.t .. 5 oaae~ 
in the oounty gro~p or 1.4 per oent, and in the gra~a g rqup 
1 oase; and lastly i n intensity deviations, two oasea in 
the county and none in the grade sampling group, In qual!ty, 
denasal was highest in the county sampling (9 oases) nasal 
(5) infantile (4) ard mu f fled (2 )j While in the grade sampl-
ing denasal, infant1~e and harsh quality each had three 
cases of deviation in which grades 7-8 had one in each alas~ 
sifioation, the rest of the 6 cases being divided between 
grades 1-2, 3-4 ~nd 5-6. This might indicate a lack of 
g ood quality of voice in the upper grades, due perhaps to 
carelessness. Whereas . t here ware ten oases of monotonous 
pitch in the county s ampling, there were only two in the 
grade sampling, and where there were three out of five oases 
of high pitch in the grade group)there were only two out of 
a total of 12 cases in the county. Perseverated tones was 
the highest classification in duration, or three out of the 
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five listed from the cour.ty D-nd n.one fro "!l the grade sa111pling. 
The se cases were of a small group who had retained their 
Okl ahoma· accent. Two ca ses of too weak intensity were 
observed in the county group and mne in the grade g roup. 
Usuall-y this tJPe of vo·ice is heard in a case of timidity. 
There were six nases of stammering , jerky r hythm i n 
-the county sarnp l Jng , and thre e c ases of stammering and one 
spastip rhythm in the grade group, The rhythm sa111pl i ng 
listed one child froM the third gr ade to the nint h g r ade, 
although sc runmering ia fou.nd with younge!' ahildran . a.loo . 
In final co1olu~ion, the n, the d ata indicate that 
the greatest dev:l.ations in spee ch for the gr-ammar school 
chi ldren of Sh~sta County for the ye ar ·1941-1942 - and there-
fore the point of great est ne ed was : in art iculat ion, es-
pec ially in the consonant sounds ; "regional" speech ae in-
dica t ed b y substitution of n for ~ (sound ng as in eating ), 
w for M. (sound wh as tn w:-tere), and I for C..( sound e as in 
get}; denasal quality of voice was high in deviation, a l -
though nasal quality '11.ad a high devi ation, a l so; cons i der-
at ion of the c ases of monotonous pitch; stammerers and 
ne rvous children, although not many, were scattered through-
out t he g r ades and schools of the county, and were serious 
enough to warrant assistance; county nurses should be 
notified of the serious cases o f adenoids, i mpair ed hearing , 
cleft palate, hare lip a nd cautioned t o arrange f or 
orthodontic treat me nts for imperfect teeth and cases of 
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over-shot jaw. There was a need for greater cooperation 
from the class room teachers to stress g ood speech, and to 
help develop pride in each child in attaining the acme of 
his speech abilities. 
In closing , it may be of interest to compare the 
present findings to s ~veys made of school children in 
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other parts of the worl~. The most obvious f act prese~t 
in the meager listing s is divergence in both findings and 
methods. This may be due to the different sys_tems of making 
surveys, varying standards in judging, possibly also to un-
even t!la:tning-backgrounds of nhe investigators t Certainly 
not even the srune devi e.t:tons a:re lloted; and at times one 
is doubtful o f the validity of the terminology, S~miley 
Blanton in his Hadison, Wisconsin, report give s a suggest .. 
ion : "This dlfference " (between Blanton Is and Wallin I s 
percer1tages ) 11 ls due, I th:t nk, to the fac ·t that the figures 
were gathered in the St. Louis surve y by means of a question~ 
aire, and many of the cases of thick and indistinct speeoh 
and cases of lisping were not reported by the olassroom 
1 teacher not accustomed to classifying speech defects ." 
As near as can be judeed, t hese other studies were 
the first surveys to be made of the gr oups investig ated . 
The survey presented in this study was the fourth survey 
made of that same area ; however, it must be recalled ~}1.at 
the lJ)pUlation was of a shifting , changing nature. 
1 Smiley Blanto n, 11 A Survey of SDee ch Defects, " Journal 
of Educational PsycholofU, VII . (Dec., 1916), 583 
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In School ~nd So cie~. February 5, 1915, the f ol low-
ing suMmary of total spee ch deviations made of some other 
school ~urveys was listed : 
Place or Nationa,..lll_x, Nu!Tlber · Surveyed , Exam~, 
TJi verpool, Enc;lanci., (boys over 13 yeers ) 
Kansas City, Milwaukee, 
Year Per Cent 
2 . 5. 
Louisville , AlbRny, 
Springfield, ~ass. 
Danish ch:t ldren 
86,410 
3 4 ,000 
3 7 ,824 
14 , 235 
89,057 
Co nTadi 190 4 2.46 
Weste~gaad 2 . 2 
New Orleans 
Belgian chlldren 
st . Lold . s , ~u s souri 
Fro~ othor s~urce ~ t.he ~ e are ended: 
Super:to;r> Oo ., 'Nt sconsin 
Madison, Wis cons in 









2 . 2 
11 . 5 
1915 2 , 6 1 
11 . 9 2 
5 . 69 3 
11 . 1 4 
Thol,a were o ther surveys which oontaineO. mucll valunble 
material but were more concerne(l with the number of times oer-
tain deviati ons ocr.urred, and Made no reference t o the tot al 
number of pupi ls deviating in spee ch. I n these c ases it was 
i mposs i ble to comnute percent ages . 
Mos t of the studies referred to arti culation as having 
the highest per cent of deviation. The Joplin, Missouri, 
study v1hich dealt with 285 ninth gr ade pupils , stated, : "Nearly 
one-thi rd of the pup i ls were be l ow average i n art iculation, 11 5 
and i n the same report 41 per cent were deviat ions in phonat i on. 
1 JE.W. Wall i n , "A Census of Spee ch Defeot ivt3s among 89 , 057 
Public School Pupils -- A Preliminary Report", Schoo l 
ang Societ.:v, I I I , (Feb . 5, 1916 ) 213- 16 . 
2 Adeber t J . Yo1-me , 11 A City a nd County Spee ch Re - educat ion 
Program", Journal Qf Speech Disorders, (March 1942 ) 51-56 . 
3 Smiley Blanton, ''A Surve y of Speech Defect s 11 Journal of 
Educational Psych0logt~ VII (Dec ., 1916) , 581-92 
4 From the 59 case study of the present t hes i s . 
5 Dorothy Boh annon, "The Speech Needs and Abilities of Ninth 
Grade Puuil s of Jooli.n ~ ~Hs souri " , The guarterl,Y Journal 
of Spee ch, (April, 1941 J 187. ---
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In t he MacU.son, Wiscons i n , renort all deviations i n articu-
l e.tion and phona tion totalled o•1ly 4 ,98 per cent •1 Young , in 
his report f rom Superlor Count y , ~~' i s consinJ findr~ of h:t.s 1601 
group a 27.8 per cent deviat ion in articulation and 13 . 4 per 
?. 
cent dev iation i n phonation. I n the Shasta Count y , Califor -
nia, surve y, ~~9~e we~e P2 .5 pe r cent articulation deviations 
and only 6.92 peP cent de viations in phonation . Practically 
none of the surve ys gave detail in the articulation deviations. 
Althm gh the .Toplin , ~~ i sson-rl, Rtudy gave details in a.r t:J.cu -
l at ion deviat1 o~s , t~~ra w~s pranti callt no orrelation w1tb 
tl-J~ Shant o. County Hepor.>t. 1.rlvn·a wan o.J.ao ·N:tda rllvergenoo in 
terminology and percen t age i n the de tailed listings of de-
vt~tions i n phonation. 
Tbe .9 per ce nt average deviation in r>h7Jrth"'l n.s found in 
six i mportant s tud:te s listed by waJ lin was o.s f ol lov1s: 
Pl ace or NatioJlnlitz Exruni~ 
Boston, Mass . Hartwell 
Six American Cities Conradi 
Danish children Westergaard 
Danish, 212, 000 County chilc1.r•en Llndberg 
" 85,000 City Il l II 
Hungarian , 231 , 0 0'1 children Von Sorbo 
Belgian, 14-, 235 c:tty ch:lld.ren Rouma 
Per Cent 
.78 





1 . 4 3 
One Minor but interestiDg statement made iD the Joplin 
report v1as that: "Not very Many had really bad or re ally 
good pronuncie.tion; the ~ost co!l'Irtton tendency was the incorr ect 
1 Smil ey Ble.nton, _2.Q !_ ~it ., 581- 92 . 
2 Adelbert J. Young, op . ~!!0, 51-56 . 
3 J.E. W.VI.Iallin , 2.£!_Ci~, 2JA . 
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1 
use of vowe l s as i n I j 1st 1 and 1 £:51 t 1 • 11 It will be recalled 
that this sub stl tution was a 12 .71 per cent dev1.e.tion in the 
pr e sent study (page 24 ) • PerhaJ?S s t udie s of t he f u t ure may 
show this sub s t:ttut:ton to be mo r e than a regional devi.e.Gion, 
- that it may be a char a cteris tic deviation of the sp9e ch of 
the United Steteo . 
1 Doro thy Boh annon, ORL ci~ ~ , 185. 
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